
DAILY ESSAY TOPICS

UPSC IAS Essay writing practice for Mains essay paper is crucial in getting good marks in essay paper. Insights posts
new essay topic every sunday.

Apple a Day: Write about a health topic that interests you. How was the term coined? Video Inspiration: Go to
Vimeo. All these concepts are relevant to philosophy and serve to tell us that philosophy is relevant to
everyday life, whether we are aware of it or not. Write a poem, story, or journal entry inspired by the mind
map. Set it Free: Think of a time when you had to let someone or something go to be freeâ€¦did they come
back? Book Inspired: Think of your favorite book. Cinquain: Write a cinquain poem, which consists of 5 lines
that do not rhyme. In this type of abortion persuasive essay, you should emphasize the costs to individuals and
society when women are denied access to abortions. Ladders: Write a story or poem that uses ladders as a
symbol. Gloves: Write about a pair of gloves â€” what kind of gloves are they? What do you feel when
scared? Was Chornobyl an accident? I Believe: Write your personal credo of things you believe in. Being an
adult enrolled in higher education means that there will be a lot of demands for every moment of the day. Why
people smoke: All smokers have their initial justifications for beginning to smoke, so perhaps use your essay
to explore one or more reasons. This type of work can be the most straightforward task you have ever
completed. Go through some of that clutter today and write about what you find or the process of organizing.
In , he received his Ph. Lost in the Crowd: Write about feeling lost in the crowd. A vacation spot you would
like to visit again and again. Describe your biggest quarrel with younger older siblings. What is it?
Transportation: Write about taking your favorite or least-favorite form of transportation. Use these words to
construct a poem or as a story starter or inspiration for your journal. People came from China and Europe to
find a new life here. Why is the production of electric vehicles in its infancy although it started at the
beginning of the 20th century? A winning university essay can focus on feminism, its origins, its future
perspectives, its significance to the history of humanity, and its different forms.


